
Minutes
FFC – 4/21/2020 
Fairfield Forestry Committee, Fairfield CT 
www.fairfieldct.org/forestry 

Conference Call: https://hello.freeconference.com/conf/call/9397194

Administrative:   This meeting convened via audio conference link.

Attending were Mary Hogue (Chair), Joe File, Tom Corell, Karin Layton, Dave     
 McMahon, Misty Beyer, and Geoff Steadman. Chris Donnelly participated, Jeff Minder    
 was unable to participate. 

Minutes of the 3/24/2020 meeting were approved.

Tree Warden Report – Jeff Minder report via email.
UI continues to work on TRM .  They are doing a good job, no excessive pruning.  I will be 
starting to drive with work planners for UPZ work.  This work will most likely be started in 
December/January. Town crews continue to work taking all precautions: 6ft social distancing, 
separate trucks, everyone is now wearing mask.  
Chris expressed interest in how the TRM was progressing in town. He indicated other towns are doing 
TRM very differently, basically giving UI broad leeway to remove trees, while Fairfield is very protective 
of its community forest. It was suggested that there should be at least some base level of uniformity 
within all towns that UiI would follow, Although Towns could choose to exceed that standard.. It was 
proposed the Geoff would draft a letter to PURA to address this solution and propose a standard. 

Monthly Newsfeed Article
Mulch instruction to be used.

Tree Planting Program (TPP) 
Tom reported that with the program on hold, requests for trees are being addressed and 
questions answered as they come in and hopefully can be followed up for a fall planting cycle. 
Dave reported he and others have taken the database development as far as possible on our 
own and so has submitted a request for help from students or people in town that ad will run on 
FairTV. 

Roots to Branches
Misty reported that the April program has been cancelled and that to replace it, she has 
developed a series of videos relating to the CT Audubon Smith-Richardson Wild Life Preserve 
renovation, the Roy and Margot Larsen Wildlife Sanctuary renovation, flowering trees for the 
yards and seasonal walk. 

Arbor Day
Mary noted that a video of a Jefferson Elm being planted while respecting Covid distancing 
guidelines was created and will be part of the Fairfield Earth Week Arbor Day webinar 
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